2016 Base Camp

Weekly Theme Days
Major League
Monday

Trivia Tuesday

Wig Wednesday

&

OA Day

Tuesday will always be Knee
Sock Appreciation Day here at
JNW, but our other Tuesday
theme will keep you guessing
all day! Come to flags in the
morning dressed as any
historical figure, the more
obscure the better. There will
be trivia questions in the
program areas throughout the
Get out your favorite ball cap day and a Trivia Competition Wednesday is the day to try a
and support you favorite team in the evening.
new hair style, but there’s no
in the majors! Wear your fan
need to run to the barber
gear during the day and root,
shop! Wear a wig, a mop,
root, root for your team.
some ferns, or just style your
hair in any way that stands out
We will bring the ballpark to
in a crowd. Use this day as an
camp during the evening as
excuse to try something new,
we broadcast a live* game for
or for many scoutmasters, use
your enjoyment!
this day to remember the good
ol’ days…

That’s So ‘90s
Thursday

Freedom Friday

Thursday is the day that we’re Freedom Friday is the day we
kickin’ it old school and going want to see your patriotism!
back to the ‘90s. Fresh.
Dress in red, white, and blue
to show your support for the
USA. Invite your Uncle Sam to
visit for the day. Form a full
marching band with your troop
…the possibilities are endless!

It doesn’t matter if you like
ripped jeans and flannels,
bucket hats, or chinos by the
GAP, just dress like you love Let’s celebrate this great
the ‘90s just a little too much.
country and the people that
have kept it that way. We
Come to breakfast as your know that freedom isn’t free,
favorite ‘90s TV character, or so we are proud to honor
dress like you did in the those that have given of
1990s. Even if you weren’t themselves for the freedom
In the evening, we’ll be quite born yet, you still know we get to enjoy every day!
hosting karaoke to cap off the what the ‘90s were all about,
evening.
going to the extreme!
USA! USA! USA! USA!

*at the time…

Did you know it’s also picture day?

Wednesday is also always OA
Day, so be sure to wear your
sash throughout the day and
participate in the service
project and ceremonies.
Thursdays are gonna be rad!

